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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the fEl.ll of 1948 the School of Educa.tion a t Boston 
University l aunched a new project - a speech and hearing 
·clinic under t e direction of Dr . Wilbert Pronovost. The 
purposes of the clinic were to provide ttuniversity and com-
munity service , teacher-training, and research in the diag-
. y' 
nosis and treatment of speech and hearing disorders ." 
Tha.t first semester six student therapists worke with 12 
clients, and diagnostic services were provided for 30 people 
by Dr . Pronovost ~ith the help of one graduate assistant. 
In the span of six years the small speech and hearing 
clinic has expanded into an active center . In the S1?ring 
semester of 195~ the Speech and Hearing Center, staffed 
by three faculty members, f ive grad,ate assi stants, and 
20 therapists in ·training, mae detail ed diagnoses for 125 
clients and provided speech and hearing therapy for an 
additional 200 clients. Eight per cent of the parents of 
the 73 children receiving therapy received counseling of 
varyin._, dura.ti on. In addition, approximately 1600 University 
students were given speech screening t ests . 
· 1/ 1lbert Pronovost, "The Speech and Hearing Center , " The 




~ AS is true of any new endeavor, there must be planning, 
experimentation, then evaluation in order to determine what 
progress has been made and what procedures proved bene~icial. 
Planning, experimentation and evaluation have been continuous 
processes at the clinic. 
As a part of the process of tttaking stock" of the 
1. therapy program, one course of action '110 uld be to investi-
gate or ~ollow up those ~ormer clients who have had therapy, 
to determine whether there has been a change in the status 
o~ their speech and social adjustment (assuming that speech 
therapy had some i~luence on the cha1ge) and to analyze 
their comments on the ~ogram in order to draw implications 
~or improving the services o~ the Speech md Hearing Center. 
Statement o~ the problem.-- The purpose o~ this study 
was to follow up ~ormer clients who had attended the Boston 
University Speech Clinic during any period ~rom September, 
1948 to February, 1953, in order to learn how much progress 
toward better SJ;e ech and better social adjustment has been 
made by these clients, and to ascertain their attitudes 
and record their comments regarding as many aspects o~ the 
clinic program as possible . 
Justi~ication.-- In any growing program there is a need 
~or constant evaluation in order to learn whether any phase 
of t he program is ~ailing to ful~ill its purpose. As a 
part of the evaluative process , it would be most help~ul 
2 
to the Speech and Hearing Center to know how muCh progress 
II toward better speech m d better social adjustment has been 
made by its former client s , an d to study these same clients' 
1
1 subjective evaluations of the clinic's therapy program. 
II 
I 
Since no follow-up study of former clients at the Boston 
University Speech and Hearing Center had been made before, 
this present study was undertaken with the encouragement of 
the staff. 
Scope.-- This is a follow-up study, using inquiry forms 
(~uestionnaires) and interviews as techniques, of 265 of 
the former a.dult and child clients who attended the Boston 
University Speech Clinic (now Speech and Hearing Center) at 





CF ...APTER II 
RELATED LITE'Rli.~URE 
1. Follow- Up Studies 
The fol l ow- up has had wide use as a procedure for 
appraising the ac t ivities of a service or program. Although 
this ~- roce.du.re has been c ommonly used in edncatione.l circl es, 
the rrajority of "the st,dies reported in the literature 
pertain to the eval uation of s chools, either as regards 
the curricn ..lar program or i ts specialized parts . The 
1 writers found re cord of only one follo~-up s t u y of clients 
in a university speech cl inic - that done at Loui siana State 
ll Univ rsity S~eech and Hearing Cl ini c. To date no follo~-
up evaluation of the Boston University speech cl inic has 
been ma c.e .. 
In 19.51 , a follow- up s t udy of another exi sting 
cl inic in the Universlty, the Easton University Educational y 
Cl inic, a s done by Frost , Giles, Hack er and Walton, to 
obtai n information concerning the level of achievement 
2/ • "P . Frost, M. B. G.:..les, H. M. Hacl{er and T .. \ . \alton, 
~ Fol lov - u Study of 100 Readin Disabilit Cases , row Adults, 
__ o 1: ere __ ssociated wi t h the Boston Uni vers:. ty Educa tional 
C iEic e tween 1946-19lk§, Unpublished Master ' s Thesis , Boston 
t~iversity, 19~1 . 
4 
II 
't I attained by 100 reading disability cases., who are now adults., 
I and who in childhood were associated with the clinic. An 
examination of the case records at the reading clinic was 
· conducted and a questionnaire was sent calling for ~ecific 
information with which the study was concerned as well as 
for comments and criticisms that the cases wished to add. 
Of the 350 cases in the study group 100 completed questionn-
aires were returned. The writers' principle findings were 
': as follows: Of the 100 cases studied 72 per cent feel that 
1, they still have some reading handicaps. Results on 63 cases 
I reporting show less frequent reading handicaps exist now 
among the cases who entered the clinic between six e_nd nine 
years of age th~~ among those who entered at any other age. 
A reading handicap appears to affect the type of occupation 
II in the cases studied. Becm se 72 of the 100 cases studied 
I' feel that they still have some reading handicap, the writers 
came to the conclusion that it is difficult., even ~th 
I [ 
II 
tutoring., to completely overcome reading difficulties. 
2. The Questionnaire or Inquiry Form 
One of the most important phases of a follow-up plan is 
the procurement of an adequate questionnaire or inq;t.iry form. 
P~suming that the use of such an instrument is a device 
whereby the information wanted can be accumulated., one must 
recognize that such a research instrument has certaln weak-
nesses. It must be carefully constructed aftd properly 
5 
checked prior to use. In relation to the application of a 
questionnaire as a personal technique, the National Educa-Y . 
tional Association published the following statements: 
11 1. The topic investigated should be a 
worthy one. 
2. The investigator should know the field. 
3• The scope of the problem should be 
carefully delimited. q_. Data should not be collected by ques-
tionnaires if it can be obtained from 
other sources. 5. The use of the questionnaire should 
be formulated early. 
6. The data asked for should be only 
facts which the respondents can and 
will give . 
7• The questionnaire should be as short 
as is·consistent with its purpose. 
8. The questions should be simply and 
clearly worded and free from runbiguity. 
9. The questionnaire should be given a 
preliminary try-out. 
10. The form of the questionnaire should 
meet certain mechanical standards as 
to ease of filling out and clarity." 
?} 
Stephen Romine gives a list of criteria that in his 
experience has proved useful: 
nl. Directions should be complete and 
clearly stated, with illustrations 
if necessary. They should be placed 
as close to the point of applica-
tion as is possible and should be 
repeated occasionally if t hey apply 
to a long series of questions . 
2. Q,uestions should not be so complicated 
i/The Questionnaire, Bulletin, 1930, Number 1, The National 
mducational Association, Research Division, Washington, 
D. C •, pp • lq--24. 
2/Stephen A. Romine, ncriteria for a Better Q.uestionnaire,tt 






aa to require elaborate or long 
drawn out directions. Two simple 
questions may serve a single pur-
pose better than one complex 
question. 
Similar questions, or those to be 
~nswered in a like fashion should be 
grouped so as to reduce the need for 
repetition of directions and the 
possibilities of confusion on the part 
of the respondent. 
Each question should be evaluated care-
fully in terms of the purposes to be 
served; irrelevancies should be elim-
inated. 
~uestions should be stated in such terms 
as will p3 rmi t interrelating and group-
ing which will afford a more comprehensive 
and unitary picture of the whole or 
larger problem under consideration. 
No question should require a high 
degree of expertness or a greater 
amount of detached information than 
can reasonably be expected of res-
pondents. 
Each cpestion should be stated in such 
terms as will promote uniformity of 
interpretation in agreement with that 
intended by the researcher. 
Each question should afford a suffi-
cient number of alternatives as will 
avoid undue or invalid channeling 
of responses and should be stated in 
such terms as will give the respon-
dent ample opportunity to express him-
self without excess qualification. 
Each question should be stated in such 
terms as will secure a usable concen-
tration of responses. 
Each qu~stion should be arranged and 
worded so a .s to promote ease and 
accuracy in the tabulation of data 
and its presentation in discussion or 
in pictorial fashion. 
MUltiple-choice responses (with the 
exception of those used specifically 
to portray a scale of values or a 
graded series of responses) should 
be shuffled to permit random order-
ing in the final draft, thereby reduc-













12. The complete questionnaire or check-
list should carefully be studied, 
tried out on a number of persons, 
and revised several times before 
the final draft is made ." 
3• Interviewing 
Methods of interviewing have not yet beenceveloped to 
give accurate measures of subjective feeling, or a.ccurate 
revelations of objective information. The client may not 
be able to convey his opinio~s accurately, or he may dis-
tort his true feelings or the picture of W1at truly exists 
for any number of reasons. ~ discrepancy may exist between 
what the client reports and ~at has actually happened. 
This discrepancy is difficult to determine accurately. 
However, the technique of interviewing is an art Which is 
continually being perfected so as to better cope with the 
above limitation. 
The specific techniques of interviewing vary according 
to the purpose in mind. Most interviewers now utilize 
one of two fundamental techniques - the directive and the 
II nondirective. There are significant differences between 
,, 
the two approaches. Directive interviewing is dominated 
Jj 
by the interviewer rather thru1 the client. Questions 
are asked which usually call for yes or no responses, 
1/C. Van Riper, Speech Correction Principles and Methods, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1949, P• 38. 
- - ---~-=~"-"-'-c.=== 
8 
explanations are made and advice is given. Nondirectiwe 
intervi ewing is controlled by the client. The nondirective y 
method is termed by Van Riper as "dynamic listening . 11 
He further goes on to describe the nondirective interview 
by saying that the interviewer must be the perfect listener , 
"always in tune with the speaker's thoughts,u and responding 
primarily to feelings rather than intellectual content. y 
Rogers in his book advocates the nondirective method: 
ttThe best techniques for• interviewing are 
those .which encourage the cl i ent to express 
himself as freely as possible with the counselor 
consciously endeavoring to refr ain from any 
activity or any response which would guide the 
direction of the interview or the content brought 
forth. •t 
As was previously stated, the type of tech-nique used 
is determined by the purpose of the interview. However~ 
whether the interviewing technique be of the directive 
or nondirective type there are general principle s in inter-
:J/ 
viewing which are applicable to both techniques. Garret 
writes: 
11For an interview to be successful, the 
diverse fears of both interviewer and inter-
viewee must be allayed, and the diverse desires 
of both must be met. Rapport must be estab-
lished between the two, a relationship that 
l/C. Van Riper, ££• cit., P• 38. 
2/c. w. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy, Houghton ~uff­
lin Company, Boston, 1~~2, P• 132. 
J/Annette Garrett, ~I~n~t~e~r_v~i_e~v._n~·~~~~~~--~F-~~~~--~~ 
Family Welfare Assoc ation of 
P• 8. 
9 
will enable the interviewee to reveal the 
essential facts of his situation and that 
will enable the interviewer to be most effec-
tive in helping him. tt• 
1/ 
Rogers in his book presents rules set up by Western 
Electric Company to guide the conduct of interviewers: 
The interviewer should listen to the 
speaker in a patient and friendly, but 
intelligently critical manner. 
The interviewer should not display any 
kind of authority. 
The interviewer should not give advice 
or moral admonition. 
The interviewer should not argue with 
the speaker . 
The interviewer should talk or ask 
questions only under certain conditions& 
a. to help the person talk, 
b . to relieve any fears or anxieties 
on the part of the speaker, 
c. to praise the interviewee for re-
porting his thoughts and feelings. 
accurately, 
d. to veer the discussion to some 
topic Vh ich has been omitted or 
neglected, 
e. to discuss implicit assumptions, 
if this is advisable. tt 
These views, although somewhat general and applicable 
to dif~erent types of interview situations, are , aecording 
to Rogers, more in harmony with the nondirective approaCh 
since there is an "absence of persuasion and e.rgument. 11 
1Jc. Rogers, ~· cit., p. 125. 





This chapter outlines the methods used in studying a 
group of clients formerly enrolled at the Speech and Hearing 
Center. The study was concerned with gathering information 
about the present relative speech status, social adjustment, 
and attitudes ·toward the clinic program of these former 
clients, analyz·ing the information, comparing it wl th infor-
mation available in the clinic files, and arranging the 
results for the readers' convenience. 
The inquiry form was chosen as the basic means of ob-
taining information. The inquiry form was to be supplemented 
by interviews and by telephone conversations, m d by addi-
tional inquiry fonns from teachers who now have the clients 
in their classrooms. Three separate forms were devised: 
(1) the adult form for clients 13 years old or over while 
attending the clinic, (2) the parent form for clients 12 
years old or younger while attending the clinic and 
(3) the teacher form for the teachers whom the clients now 
have. 
Tentative inq~ury forms and accompanying letters of 
explanation based on those forms studied in theses of similar 






group~ composed of graduate students and teachers in the 
field of speech m d in related areas. The forms were revised I 
II 
incorporating their suggestions and those of t he direc,tor 1 
of the Sp~ech and Hearing Center. (See Appendix.) 
Some questions on the parent or adult inquiry form were 
designed to provide an objective evaluation of the client 's 
present speech status and social adjustment. Other questions 




11 the various phases of the clinic program. Although many I 
II 
I 
items on the form were structured as objectively as possible 
in order to facilitate evaluation, some items gave oppor-
tunity for free eXIression of opinion. The teacher inquiry 
form was designed to elicit an opinion of the client' s pre-
sent speech status and social adjustment. 
Inquiry forms accompanied by letters of explanation 
(see 1\,ppendix-) were sent out to all clients enrolled in the 
Speech and Hearing Center (formerly known as the Boston 
University Speech 6linic) at any time from its opening in 
September~ 19lj.8 to February~ 1953; a small percentage of 
these clients could not be reached because of the lack of 
proper address . A lapse of at least a year and a half 
since attendance at the clinic was allow.ed so a more . accu-
rate eva~uation of the lasting effects of the therapy could 
be made, as well as to allow the client to gain perspective 
in judging the clinic program. A total of 155 letters and 
12 
forms were sent to parents of child clients; 110 letters 
and forms ·were sent to adult clients. A self-addressed 
stamped envelope was included with each form and letter. 
A period of three weeks was allowed before follow-up 
letters (see Appendix) were sent to those not answering the 
first correspondence. 
Upon receipt of forms from the clients giving the nama 
11 of the teacher and the school now attended, inquiry forras 
and letters were sent to the teachers of the clients of 
grammar school and high school age; a period of three weeks 
was allowed before 
I 
a follow-up letter was sent. (See Appendix) 
and adult clients who indicated on the ll Those parents 
inquiry form a willingness to come to the Center for an 
interview were contacted by letter or by telephone to arrange 
a personal interview. 
At least one hour was set aside for the interview. If 
clients were accompanied by their parents, each was inter-
viewed separately. In order to maintain some consistency 
among the flndings of the three rs rsons conducting the 
interviews, the interviews were structured around a dis-
cussion of the inquiry forms, the administration of speech 
and hearing tests now in use during the initial evaluations 
at the center, and a discussion based on the socio-education-
al data sheet also used in initial evaluations (see Appendix). 








clients freedom of e~ession and to enable the interviewers 
to observe the clients' spontaneous speech. 
Testing procedure with clients having voice and arti-
culation problems included the administration of the Golden 
Book Picture Articulation Test or the Garland paragraphs 
(depending on the age of the client), an examination of the 
speech mechanism, an audiometric test, and the administra-
tion of the Boston University Sound Discrimination Test. 
Interviews with stutterers were carried on informally with 
the inquiry form and the socio-educational data sheet as 
a guide for the discussion, with the purpose of ascertaining 
their reactions to inter-personal situations as well as 
their feelings toward the clinic. A stwmary of each inter-
view plus the inquiry form and my pertinent data was placed 
in the clients' folders. 
A final date was set for interviewing. Any interviews 
requested beyond that date were met but not included in 
the findings. 
The final analysis was based on the information accum-
ulated about 145 clients on vh om at least an inquiry form 
was available . A data sheet (see Appendix) on which the 
145 clients' n~mes were arranged alphabetically was used as 
the most efficient means of organizing information from four 
possible sources: inq~iry forms from parents of child 









interview reports , and records taken from the clinic files. 
Following are the questions which the writers attempted 
to answer about every client. The resulting information about ' 
* each of the 1~5 clients was tabulated on the data sheets: . 
1. Was the adult client. a University student while 
attending the clinic? 
2. Did the client come in for an interview1 
3• Did the client or the parent . fill out the inquiry 
form? 
~. Did the client have a functional articulation, 
organic articulation; functional voice , organic 
voice or stuttering problem? 
. 
5. What were the ages of the client during therapy? 
6. \Vhat is the present age of the client? 
7• How much time has lapsed since the client attended 
the clinic? 
8. What were the dates of the semesters of individual 
or group therapy? 
9· How many semesters of therapy did the client have? 
10. What types of therapy did the client have: symptom 
attack , psychoanalytic, psycho- drama , client-cen-
t 
tered, play therapy, speech games, or direct counsel-
ing? 
11. 7as the diagnosis of the client's problem incomplete 
at termination of therapy? 
~·Any of the following terms which are not defined in this 




12. ~d the client prefer group or individual or both 
kinds of therapy? 
13. How did the client feel about the following aspects 
of therapy: speech exercises, o~amatic activity, 
play activity aimed at corrective speech, group 
participation, discussion of personal problems , 
outside assignments, recording equipment? Were 
they very helpful, helpful , or not helpful? 
14• Did the client feel positive, negative or indiffer-
ent toward the clinic program? 
15. Did the client feel positive, negative or indifferent 
11 toward the clinicians? 
16. Was the client dismissed or witho~awn from the 
clinic? 
17 . For which of the following reasons was therapy with 
the client terminated: symptom improvement, 
inadequate facilities, client-clinician conflict, 
negative at~ude, environmente~ factors, no 
motivation? 
18. Has the client had further therapy since leaving 
the clinic? How much? 
19. Was the client ' s social adjustment at the time of 
termination of therapy excellent, good, fair or 
poorf 
16 -
~. I s the client's present social adjustment excellent , 
good, fair, or poor? 
21. Did the client 1 s rresent class.room teacher return 
an inquiry form? 
22. Vhich of the following speech situations does the 
client find difficult: school, home, playground, 
social activities, telephone, before auuience , 
none? 
23 . I s the client's ~esent speech problem worse, 
jl the same, improved, oP does he have none , in 
comparison with the status of his problem at 
termination of therapy? 
24. Did the client feel his speech had improved be-
cause of professional help, self help, other 
help, or combinations of these? 
25. Does the client need more therapy at present? 
26. Did the parents of the child client have group 
or individual parent counseling? Was it direct 
or client-centered counseling? 
27. Did the parents of the child client feel positive, 
negative or indifferent toward the parent coun-
seling they received? 
28. To what sources, if any, was the client who crune 
for an interview referred for additional diag-
nostic help anq/or therapy? 
29. Vlhat suggestions, if any, were made by the client? 
30. Was there any other significant information re-
garding the client which was not included in the 
above i terns? 
Each writer completed the data sheets on a third of 
the clients. Items 1-3, 5-9, 12, 16, 18, 21, 22, 28, and 
29 were objective data and could be ascertained from a 
careful examination of all available material; only one 
writer chec1ced these items . Items 4, 10, 11, 13-15, 17, 
19, 20, 23-27, and 30 requir~d a subjective judgmenti these 
items were checked by two writers independently. In cases 
of disagreement all three writers joined in making a. single 
judgment. In instances where information was inadequate, 
judgments were not made. 
To facilitate analysis of all data accwnulated on the 
145 clients, and in an attempt to discover possible trends 
by dividing the clients into smaller, more homogeneous groups, 
it was arbitrarily decided to divide the information about 
clients into two major groups, information about adult 
clients (13 years old and older when attending clinic) and 
information about child clients (12 years old and younger 
when attending clinic). 
Both of these major groupings were subdivided into four 
categories rating relative speech status, i . e. worse, same, 
improved, none.~~ 







Each of these four subdivisions was further divided 
into f'i ve types or fP eech difficulties: functional arti-
culation, organic artic~liation, functional voice, organic 
* 
relative speech status of the client - worse, same, improved, 
none. Each summary sheet was divided into 10 categories 
according to the nature of the child clients • and adult 
clients' speech problems - adult functional articulation~ 
child functional articulation, adult functional voice, 
child functional voice, adult stuttering, child stuttering. 
Using the data sheets and the summary sheets the writers 
analyzed all of the data and recorded the information in 
a.ccordance with the purposes of the study . 
The mass of data gathered by this study has been arranged 
in the most meaningful manner for consideration by those 
interested in the field of speech therapy. For purpose of 
analysis, as stated above, the information concerning the 
clients has been arranged and reported in these groups: 
present relative speech status and nature of the s peech 
problem. The bases for these groupings are explained in 
the following paragraphs. 
*These groupings are defined at the conclusion of t he chapter. 
==--~- --~--------
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To determine the client's present relative speech status 1 
his present speech was compared with his speech at the time 
of termination of therapy at the clinic . The terms worse, 11 
same, improved and none were used to denote the relative 
status . 
The writers felt, however, that any changes in speech 
status observed should be evaluate d in terms of the goals 
of the therapy program during the period under study. 
I Succinctly stated, the aims of the Speech and Hearing Center's 1 
therapy program for this period were to help the client to 
{1) lessen the speech problem by control, i .e. to stutter 
less, to make fewer errors in articulation or voice pro-
ductio~ by conscious control of utterance; (2) accept his 
speech as it was; (3) enter more easily into speaking sit-
uations; and (4) become better adjusted socially through 
improved ability to co~nunicate. 
In light of the above aims of the clinic therapy pro-
gram each client was placed in one of the present relative 
speech status groups which are described in the folloWlng 
terms: 
1. Worse : Clients whose speech problems have increased II 
in severity and who have shown increased avoidance I 
of speaking situations since termination of therapy 
2. Same: Clients whose speech sounded the same and 
whose attitudes toward speaking situations have 
remained the same since termination of therapy~ 
3• Improved : Clients whose speech problems have de-
creased in severity and who ~pearea less anxious 
in speaking situations since termination of therapy 
4• ~: Clients who no longel' appeared to have a 
speech problem m d who seemed at ease in speaking 
situations 
Since the Speech and Hearing Center has seen both 
children and adults with many kinds of speech problems, 
for purposes of determining significant differences and 
likenesses among the speech problem groups, the writers have 
categorized the speech problems of the clients studied in 
the ensuing ways: 
Those clients whose speech contained omissions, dis -
tortions, additions and/or substitutions of sounds were y 
considered to have articulation problems . 
Articulation problems resulting from organic causes, 
such as cerebral palsy, hearing loss, brain damage, para-
lysis, malformed speech mechanism, or severe mental retard-
ation, were classified organic articulation. 
Articulation problems with no accompanying organic 
involvements were classified fUnctional articulation. No 
attempt was made to sub-divide this group a.ccording to cause 
of problem, i.e. delayed speech development, psycho-genic 
~endell Johnson, et. al ., Speech Handicapped School Child-













motivation, foreign dialect influence, or past history of 
organic difficulties. 
Those clients whose voices showed disorders of pitch, I 111 
volume, and/or quality were listed as having voice problems. I 
Voice problems which were provoked by such organic 
factors as cleft palate, cerebral palsy, malformation of 
mechanism, hearing loss and/or disease were classified 
organic voice. 
Voice problems with no accompanying organic involvements 
were lab:ied functional voice. Here again no attempt was 
made to separate the problems according to cause. 
Those clients having both articulation and voice 
problems were categorized under either voice or articulation, 
according to W!ich problem was the more severe. 
Clients whose speech was characterized by blocks, 
repetitions and prolongations were classed as stutterers.s/ 
There was no attempt to separate the stutterers according 
to severity of symptom, i . e. to designate the stutterers 
according to the degree of tension associated with the 
symptom. Occasionally a client had articulation and/or 
voice problems in addition to the stuttering; however, he 
was classified as a stutterer for purposes of this study. 
The speech problems of the Clients used in this study, 
therefore, have been classified as functional articulation, 
1/Wendell Johnson, op. cit., P• 152. 
5/.Ibid., P• 180. 
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organic articulation, functional voice, organic voice and 
stuttering. The following initial letters have been assigned , 
as abbreviations for tabulation purposes: 
1. Functional Articulation (FA) 
2. Organic Articulation (OA) 
3o Functional Voice (FV) 
4• .Or.ganie Voice (O.V) 
5. Stuttering (ST) 
In cases where the client was not interviewed the speech 
status evaluation on the inquiry form was accepted, if there 
was no evidence to the contrary. 
The severity of the speech problems either at present 
or at termination of therapy could not be rated because of 
inadequate information on which to base a judgment . In 
many instances, clinic files did not contain a complete 
!1 diagnosis of the client ' s speech at the time of termination 
of therapy. When only an inquiry form was available, the 
client ' s present speech could not be judged accurately 
enough to determine the exact severity of the problem. Thus 
the client's present relative speech status rather than 
the severity of his speech problem was rated. 
The readers will find in the following chapter the 
analysis of the trends disclosed in this study, using the 
foregoing definitions. 






ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Of the 265 clients investigated in this follow-up study, 
110 were chiJdren and 155 were adults. The 1~5 clients -
75 children and 70 adults - who responded by sending an 
inquiry form were chosen for the study. An additional eight 
responded by a letter explaining their reasons for not send-
ing in the inquiry form. 
(Of the 110 child clients to whom inq~iry forms were 
sent, 81 clients,or 74 per cent, were males and 29 clients, 
or 26 per cent, were females.) 
There were 107, or 40 per cent, of the 265 clients who 
responded to the first letter requesting them to return 
the inquiry form; 46, or 29 per cent, of the remaining 
158 clients responded to the second of follow-up ~tter, 
leaving a total of 112 clients who did not respond . 
?4 ,....., .
Table 1 shows the responses from the clients investi -
gated, separating the responses from Child and adult clients, 
with percentages accompanying each figure. 
Table 1. Total Response from Z65 Clients Investigated 
Type Type of Response 
of I 
Cli- No.* Forms* Per Int.~~ Per Let- Per Noi~ Per 1 
ent Inv. Ret 1 d. Cent Sup. Cent ter Cent · Resp. Cent I 
Forms 
' 
co {2~ {~J ~[ J {2 J {oJ {7J {8J {~J {loJ 
Child 110 75 68,- ' 48 l.tlh 2~ 2 33 30 I 
Adult 155 70 45' 39 25 6 4 79 51 
1 Total 265 145 55 87 33 8 3 112 42 
I' 
I 
*Columns 2, 3,, 5, and 9 read thus: Nwnber I nvestigated, 
Forms Returned, Interviews Supplementing Forms, and No 
Response . 
Of the 145 inquiry forms returned 75 came from parents. 
of child clients and 70 from adult clients. Forty-eight 
children accompanied by their parents and 39 adults came 
in for interviews . There was a greater response from the 
parents of child clients than from adult clients, both in 
forms returned (68 per cent compared to 45 per cent) and in 
interviews (l.jl~ per cent compared to 25 per cent). 
A negl igible number responded by letters , stating their 




Table 2. Responses from Children Investigated Arranged 
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Inquiry forms and letters were mailed out to the parents 
of 110 children. Seventy-five parents responded by inquiry 
form, two by letter, leaving a total of 33 parents who made 
no response. Forty-eight parents came in for interviews. 
The largest speech problem group investigated were the 
clients with functional articulation problems; 74 per cent 
of this group responded. The second largest group investi-
gated were the stutterers ; 53 per cent of this group res-
ponded. Although the clients with organic articulation 
problems ma de up a smaller group, 88 per cent of t hem res-
ponded. The group i nvestigated in this study included 
very few children with voice problems. 
II 
Table 3• Responses from Adults Investi gated Arranged 
According to Nature of Speech Problem 
Type of Response 
Nature 
of Number Forms Interviews Letters No 
SIB ech Investi- Returned Supple- Response 
Problem gated menting 
Forms 
~ll ~~ J : ~~J ([J (2 J ~ol 
FA ••••• i' 1LL 9 0 21 OA ••••• 8 5 2 4 Fv ••••• 47 15 8 1 31 ov ••••• 5~ 1 0 0 2 ST ••••• 32 17 3 21 
Total. 155 70 39 6 79 
Th ere were 155 adult cli ents who received inquiry forms 
and letters. Seventy clients responded by inquiry fo ftn s , 
six b,v letter, leaving a total of 79 adult/ clients who did 
not r espond. Thirty-nine clients came in f'or interviews• 
The l a r gest speech problem group i nvestigated were the 
stutterers ; 57 per cent of this group responded. In t h e 
second l argest group investigate d, clients with funct i onal 
voice problems, the response was 32 per cent . The third 
largest group, clients with f\l_nctional articulation problems :, 
made a response of 40 per cent. 
~>7 
·- . 
A 1 rge number of t he adult cli ent s i nvestigated Tere 
Univers i ty students rhil e a tt ndi n2: the c i ni c .. I n an effort 
t o dis c over signifi cant t rends amon~ un: versi ty s t udents 
as a group a art fr om t hose adults ou t side t he University , 
the !llriters t abu a t ed the number and per cent ge r esponse of 
Jni versity s t udents a c cor ding to t he nature of the i r speech 
rob l ems , comp8.ring t he se with t he t otal act l t clients 
i nves tisated . 
Ta l e ' . es _ onse f r om Uni ver s ity Student s ot:.t .of To a l }\ dul t 
Cli ents I nvestigate d, Ac cor ding to Nature of Speech 
Pr ob l em 
Type of Re sponse fr om Univer s ity St udents 
NmnbAr I nvesti('l'a t ed 
I nves i -
e;e. t d I•'orms I!1ter -
_a t ;- Re turne d ... i ..... ws Tot .. ~:- Un.-~-of 
s ~ . Ad~ St . 1.11!1- Per Num- Per Per 
Cl. Only ber Cent ber Cent Cent Cent 
nn L~J nD (~ J (6J (?J (2) (11} 
1 A •• ~ ~o 10 3 5 17 0 0 20 67 OA ... --s 4- 80 2' LJ.O 0 0 1 2 0 
F'V" . 7 0 1 3 33 8 20 1 3 26 65 'I 
ov •• 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
ST •• _56 13 7 5 " 23 0 0 6 !~6 .) 
Tota·l 155 90 34 38 1.8 20 1 1 55 61 
*Col ns 1, 2, and 3 rea d thus : Natur e of Speech Pro l em, 
Tota l Adu t c ien ~.~ s, nd Un" versity Student s nl y . 
Ni nety ou t of 1_5_5, or 58 per cent, of t he adult clients 
i nves tiga t ed 1i rere University students a t t he time of the ir 
att ndanc e a t the Center. Thirty- f our out of he 90 or 




Information drawn from Tables 3 and 4 shows that 36 out 
of the 65, or 55 per cent, of the non-University adult 
clients investigated responded. The total response fiDm 
University adult clients was lower than the response from 
non-University adult clients. The largest group according 
to nature of speech problem among University students were 
the clients \rlth functional voice problems; the next larges t 
group were clients with functional articulation problems. 
~~ong non-University adult clients the largest group were 
clients who stuttered (a.ccording to Table 3). 
Inquiry forms and letters were sent to the.present 
classroom teachers of clients in elementary school end 
high school . Table 5 shows the response. 
Table 5. Total Response from Tea.chers of School-Age Clients 












Eighty-four- inquiry forms and letters went sent to 
teachers. The response was very high - 79 per cent. Iviost 
of the forms were returned ~~thin five days; a second 
letter and form were sent to only a small nQmber. Several 
forms were accompanied by letters giving further inf'ormation. 
Each of the 145 clients for whom inqui ry forms and/or 
interviews were availabl e were judged to be in one of'the 
four speech s t atus groups as defined at the end of' 
Chapter III. 
In evaluating the speech status of the 58 cl ients not 
interviewed the writers did not agree with the self-evalua-
tions of three clients . The writers disagreed with t he 
c lients' self evaluations because of information in the 
client s ' inquiry forms and in the t eachers' inquiry forms 
which appeared to contradict their self-evaluations. 
In evaluating the speech status of the 87 clients 
interviewed, the writers did not agree with the self-eval-
uations of 16 clients. The writers disagreed with t he 
clients' self evaluat:i.ons because observations made during 
the interviews, substantiated by information in the clients' 
inquiry forms and information in the teachers' i nquiry forms, 
a ppeare d to contradict the clients' self evaluations. 
Table 6 on the following page shows the respective 
speech status of each of the child clients and adult 
University and non-University cli ents , and the totals in 
each speech status group. 
31_' 
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The 1arg st speech status group consisted of the 
clients ho had improved The speech of approximat e l y the 
same nLunber of clients was j udged to be ~ or ~ 
A significa ntly l arger ercentage of the child clients 
no onger had difficulty with their speech (~ roup) 
when compared vdth the adult clients as a whol e (23 per cent 
of the children compared with 10 p er cent of the a u l ts ). 
32 
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Table 7, which follows, compares the present speech 
status and the nature of the speech problem of each of the 
adult clients and child clients studied. The group cate-
gorized as improved was further broken down into those 
who need further therapy and those who do not need further 
therapy. Need for further therapy was judged by the 
degree to which the client's problem had improved and/or 
the degree to ~ich the client had adjusted to his problem. 
Table 7. Evaluation of Speech Status of Clients Studied 
According to Nature of Problem 
Tot.* 
Nature of Speech Problem in Each 
Speech Sp. 
Status AFA. CFA A.OA COA AFV CFV AOV cov AST CST* Stat. 
~1} {2) ~:2} nn {~} ~ol (7l {8} ~ ~ ~ . {1<5l {IIJ {! 2) I 
Worse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 






apy LI- 14 3 13 3 0 0 0 11 4 52. 





apy 6 11 3 0 6 1 0 0 10 6 ~3 
None 1 13 0 1 4 0 0 0 2 3 24 
Total 14- 40 8 15 15 1 1 0 32 19 14-5 




Definite results coul d not be drawn from Table 7 be-
cause of the varying s ize of the groups arranged according 
to nature of speech problem. For instance ,the group cate-
gorized as adult organic voice containe d only one client, 
whi l e the group categorized as child functional articula-
tion contained 40 clients. However, it would seem that t he 
speech of a greater number of the child functional arti-
culation group, the adult functional voice gro~p, and the 
adult functional articulation group had shown improvement. 
The speech of a greater percentage of the adult stut terers ' 
group remained the same. 
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Since an important aim of the clinic was to help clients 
to become better adjusted socially, the writers felt it 
necessary to devise a rating scale and make a subjective 
evaluation of the social adjustment of the clients at the 
t ime of termination and at present. This was necessary 
in order to .see if any gains had been made in social adjust-
ment, as well as to draw comparisons between social adjust-
ment and status of the speech problem. 
This information on adjustment was gleaned from as 
many sources as possible: (1) clinic recorda, (2) inquiry 
form questions related to social adjustment, (3) teacher 
inquiry forms, (L~) information obtained from interviews , 
and (5) interviewers' observations of clients• adjustments 
to the interview situation. 
The writers devised a four point rating scale for 
indicating a client's social adjus tment. At one extreme 
was the Pating poor, applied to the client who was extr·emely 
withdrawn or extremely aggressive, a rigid person, 1.u1able 
to adapt to his environment. At the other extreme of the 
r ating scale was the rating excellent, applied to a client 
appearing readily able to adapt to all situations appropriate 
to his age and physical-mental given, with the minimum of 
anxiety. ~ud-way between these two extremes were the 
ratings fair and good. Fair applied to the client who was 
not extremely maladjusted, but still had much difficulty 





feelings of anxiety when confronted ·with certain types 
of social situations . ~ was applied to the client who 
was at ease in almost all social situations, with on y 
occas i ona l lapses into rigid, unadaptive behavior. 
Thus the ratings excellent, good, fair, and poor were 
use d to indicate the client's social adjustment at the time 
h e l eft the clinic and at present. From this information 
comparison was drawn in Table 8 to determine if any changes 
h a d t ak en place in the client's ad justment after having 
attended the clinic. 
Table B. Changes in Clients' Social Ad j ustment Since 
Leaving Clinic 
Social 
itdjustment Present Social Adjustment 
at Incomplete 
Termination Poor Fair Good Excellent I nformation 
~ll t 2-J' t~J (~~ ~2 ~ ~§J 
Poor •••••••• 12 12 1 
Fair •••••••• 3 32 26 1 
Good •••.•••• l 26 8 
Excellent ••• 1 
Tota l ••••• 15 4-5 53 10 22 
There were 48 clients who made gains in social adjust-
ment, two of vh om made ma.rke d gains. Foul"' clients' social 
adjustment has grown worse since l eaving the clinic. Evi-
dence indicated that 60 clients were still having diffi-
culty with social adjustment. There were 22 clients for 
whom information was incomplete. Seventy-one clients shov1ed 





In order to determine if any significant relationship 
existed between the clients' social adjustment and speech 
1 probl ems, Table 9 was developed to compare the clients• 
, present social adjustment with the status and natu~e of 
I 
I 
their speech problems . 
Table 9• Clients' Present Social Adjustment 
Compare d to Sre ech 13tatus and Natlu-•e 





































Present Social ft~ justment 
Poor Fair Good Excellent 


































































The writers were able to rate all except 20 clients• 
social adjustment at present . Examination of the sub-totals 
in Table 9 reveals a trend toward imP.roved social adjust-
ment as the client ' s speech improves; i. e. a larger pro-
portion of the clients in the ~ speech status group have 
poor or fair adjustment, while a majority of the clients 
in the ~ group have good or excellent adjustment, and 
a large number in the improved group have either good or 
fair adjustment . This trend indicates a . significant 
relationship between speech m d social adjustment. 
vi.hen comparisons were made among the various adult 
and child speech problem groups (using Tabl.es 7 and 9), 
the writers found that adult and child clients with stutter-
ing problems and child clients with organic articulation 
problems seemed to be the poorest adjusted socially. 
-- - -=====-= 
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The following table shows the average amount of therapy 
which the clients in each of the speech status groups had. 









of Therapy for 
All Clients ••• 
Average Number of Semesters (2) 
The clinic program follows the University schedule. 
A school year is divided into three semesters~ fall~ spring 
and summer. The number of hours of therapy in the summer 
clinic is comparable to either the fall or spring semesters. 
The amount of therapy for each speech status group was com-
puted by averaging (the median average was computed) the 
number of semesters the clients in each group were enrolled 
in the clinic. 
In correlating the average amount of therapy with speech 
status, no significant difference was found. 
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The clients at the clinic had individual therapy, or--~ 
group ~herapy, or in many instances both. In individual 
therapy the therapist works '~th only one client. Group 
therapy at the clinic has included from two to eighteen 
clients under the direction of one or more therapists. Var-
ious types of group structures were experimented with, using 
both heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping . Group activity 
was primarily aimed at creating desirable speech situations 
and good social adjustment with peers .• 
Table 11. Number of Clients Having 
Group or Individual Therapy 
or Both 
Type of Therapy 
Type of Client Individual Group Both 
Children...... 9 3 65 
Adults ........ 15 13 ~0 
Of the ~5 clients receivlng therapy in the clinic 
24 clients (nine children and 15 adults) had individual 
therapy. Sixteen clients (three children and 13 a dults) had 
group therapy. One hundred and five clients (65 children and 
40 adults) had both individual and group therapy. 
40 
Preferences for group or individual therapy are indi-
cated in Table 12 by the 105 clients who had both types 
of therapy. 
Table 12. Group or Individual Therapy 
Preferences 
Group Individual Both No Opinion 
(ll (2) (3) .<[l: : :: 
14 38 40 13 
Of the 10.5 clients who had both group and individual 
therapy, 14 preferred group, 38 preferred individual, and 




a program including group therapy as well as individual ,j 
therapy. Thirteen clients did not express any opinion on 
the inquiry form. Most of the respondents felt that indi-
vidual therapy or the combination of individual and group 
therapy were most helpful. II 
I 
Table 13 shows the types of therapy which were recorded 
in the files of the li.J-5 clients studied. The seven types 
of therapy used with these clients are defined briefly as 
follows: 
Symptom a:.ttack.-- Thers.py which attempts to v.ork 
directly ~th the speech as an overt manifestation of an 
emotional or physical problem and does not deal with these 
emotional or physical problems. In treating functional 
articulation, for example, the primary objective would be 
to get the client to produce the correct sound by giving 
a nclear auditory, kinesthetic and tactualy· picture of 
the sound. Many voice clients have sluggish articulators 
or fixed habits of speech in vtlich the articulators make 
inadequate movements . Therapy with such clients would be 
concerned with the modification of such habits, which 
might be bro~~ht about through specific exercises. Therapy 
with the stutterer would be aimed at the control and mooi-
fication of symptoms, such as stuttering blocks, without any 
attempt to get at the cause of the stuttering. 
Psycho-analytic therapy.-- The therapy is focused on 
the client's attainment of insight through catharsis - an 
experience involving a release of repressed feelings. The 
client transfers to the therapist many of the attitudes 
yc. Van Riper,· Speech Correction Principles and Method~, 




held toward parents, siblings, etc . ,and the psycho- analyst 
interprets this transference to the client . y 
Psycho-drama.-- J. c. Moreno defines psycho-drama 
as "the science which explores the truth through dramatic 
methods.n It is a form of psychotherapy which puts the 
client in dramatizations so that he may be roused to an 
adequa te "re-enactment of the lived out and unlived out 
dimensions of his private world." This results in a 
catharsis which facilitates speech therapy by removing 
tensions and emotional b lockings . 
'El Client-centered therapy.-- Rogers . states that ' 
client-centered therapy takes place: 
"If the individual or group is faced by a problem; 
I f a catalyst-leader provides a permissive 
atmosphere; 
If .responsibility is genuinely placed with the 
individual or group; 
I f there is basic respect for the capacity of 
the individual or group; 
then, responsible and adequate analysis of the 
problem is made; responsible self-direction occurs; 
the creativity productivity quality of the pro-
duc t exhibited are superior to results of other 
compe.rable methods; individual and group morale 
confidence develops ." · 
In short, the therapist is passive, supportive and reflective , 
aiming at getting the client to gain insight so that he may 
better be able to help himself. 
1/J. c. Moreno, Psycho-drama, Beacon House, New York, 1946, 
P• 12. . 
2/c. Rogers, Client-Centered Psychotherapy, Houghton and 
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I Play therapY.-- A therapeutic atmosphere in ~hich the 
the child can feel genuinely accepted and respected de.spite 
faults and by being in such a non-threatening atmosphere• 
feel free to express himself. The child is provided with 
play materials which serve as a media for the expressiort y 
of his inner feelings . Rogers - states , 
"A. basic hypothesis is that a relation-
ship of acceptance, as contrasted with posi-
tive or negative evaluation, reduces the 
need for defensiveness, and thus allows the 
child to dare to explore new ways of feeling 
and behaving . The therapist's aim is to 
see things through the child's eyes, in order 
verbally to clarify the child's expressed 
feelings.n 
In this type of therapy there is no attempt to alter 
the child but only an attempt to make possible, changes 
which the child himself· can bring about a.t his own pace 
through self- direction. 
Speech games .-- The utilization of games to aid in 
the speech correction of a problem in a way which is pleas-
urable and highly motivating to the client. The games may 
consist of listening to the therapist 's stories and acti.ng 
the part she describes, relaxing, echo games, imitative 
activities, picture naming or describing, answering simple 
riddles, identifying categories, and may include many games 
that the therapist invents to meet the needs of the cliemt. 
Direct counseling.-- In this type of therapy the thera-
pist enters the situation as a person making evaluations by 
I 
II 
interpreting the significance of the material the client 
brings in order to advise the client. Direct counseling 
is therapist-dominated in contrast to client-centered 
counseling. 
Table 13. Types of Therapy Used with Adult and Child Clients 























































































Table 13 shows that, in work ing with children, symptom 
attack therapy and speech games were primarily the types of 
therapy used, especially with clients having functional and 
organic articulation problems. In working with adu~t~, 
45 
symptom attack and direct cotmseling were most often used 
ith all types of speech problems and to a ·reat extent 
vith stutterers. 
Both the child and ad lt st•tters ' groups Jere mos t 
frequently exposed to several different kinds of therapy . 
This situation may be attributed to the varying kin s of 
philosophies on the treatment of stutterers or to changing 
therapeut c approaches in adapting to the changing needs of 
the uroups . However , in the writers ' opinions, it fre quently 
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One of the q~estions on the in~1iry form sought to es-
tablish clients • feelings toward aspects of therapy. The 
clients were to indicate their feelings towards the seven 
aspects of therapy presented in one of three categories : 
(V) Very Helpful, (H) Helpful, and (N) Not Helpful. 






Feelings Toward Aspects of Therapy 
Drama-
Speech tic 






Aimed Of Out- Use 
At Group Per- side Of 
Correc- Parti- sonal As - Re-
tive ci- Prob- sign- cord-
Speech pation lems ments ings 








(? .3 4135 :6 7 ) 
8 5 0 2 4 2 
(8 9 1o) {1112\l). (J1j)$16) (1718 19} (2o2igg) ji 
0 0 0 5 3 3 7 5 ] 1 5 2 7 2 1 
32.900 102: 6 0 3 2· 
100 230 310 12.1 330' 
0 1 0 3 5 0 2. 4 1 4 6 2. 12 3 0 
1 
4:14 4 7 )J 2 
21. 30 5 1(!Jll7 8 
0 1 0 11 JD 3: 11 D 3 6 9 2 13 6 2 
1 2 0! 21 21 6 23 2o 5 12 22 7 35 i4 3 
Child 
FA 28 3· 0 5 5 0 16 1 0 17 5 0 
OA. 7 3 0 2. 0 0 5 0 0 3 1 1 
FV 1 l. 
6 0 0 
0 1 0 
ST 5 2 1 2· 2' 0 3 2 1 5 3 JL 3· 0 1 
'="s-"""':T~~.-~ ---,4.r-::1:--"'!":S:--1:----:::'9-:7::--::::0:---2ijO:::.T--_ -::3-1=----=2':7"6-:9:::--;:2.:--- 9 1 1 
Total 62' 38 6 19 24 8 25 5 l.. L~ 7 3 0 8 32 21 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
020 200 
12 24 7 3714 3 
II 
II 
~~ s·-T : Sub-Tottul. . . I 
All aspects of therapy were considered helpful by a 
majority of the clients, adults showing a preference for 
47 
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speech exercises and the use o~ recording equipment, and I 
the chilclren' 9 parents show.i ng a pre~erence for speech 
exercises, group participation, and pla:y a:ctivi ty aimed 
at correcting speech. No significant positive or negative 
trends were noted in the various speech problem groups 
toward any of the aspects o~ therapy. 
-"======"'---== - -~ 
I 
I 
Table 1.5 shows a tabulation of the clients' exp:> essed 
feelings toward the clini c program and the clinicians~ 
arranged according to the clients 1 s,peech status. 
Table 15. Feelings Toward Clinic Program and Clinicians~ 
Arranged According to Speech Status 
Feelings Toward Clinic Program and Clinicians 
Speech Positive Negative Indifferent No Opinion 
Cli- C1ini- Cli- Clini- C1i- C1ini - Cli- Cli:ni-
Status nic c·ians nic cians nic clans nic clans, 
WO'rse 1 1 
Same 9 16 11 6 3 2 6 
Im-
proved 73 80 10 9 9 3 ·6 
None 22 20 1 2 1 
Total 104 116 23 18 12 6 12: 
Of the 145 clients, 104 had positive feelings toward 
the clinic and 116 had positive feelings toward the clird-
clans. The number of clients expressing negative feelings 
was small by comparison. Twenty-three clients expressed 
negative feelings toward the clinic and 18 toward the 
clinicians. 
There seems to be a close correlation between the 
clients' feelings toward the clinic and feelings toward 
the clinicians. 
No correlation can be drawn between feelings toward 
clinic and clinicians and speech status because of the dif-







Therapy is terminated with clients in one of two ways; 'I 
the staff dismisses them or they ·withdraw . Table 16 pre-
sents an analysis of the reasons why clients withdrew or 
were dismissed. 
The writers classified these reasons in the following 
categories: 
1. ~ymptom Improvement: This meant that the client's 
a~ticulation or voice had improved or that his 
stuttering had lessened to such an extent that he 
no longer needed clinical help at the time of t er-
mination. This rarely meant that the speech pr oblem 
had entirely disappeared. In point, many child 
clients were dismissed with the hope that ttmatura-
tion" would cause the sp e ech to improve without 
further clinical help . 
2. Inadeguate Facilitiesr After therapy had begttn 
with some clients, it was discovered that speech 
therapy was meeting only a small need in co;:npari-
son with other .t much greater needs of tile clients. 1, 
This reason for terminat i on was usually noted for 
those clients with severe physical, mental, or 
emotional handicaps; they were ~eferred elsewhere. 
3• Client-Clinician Conflict: Some of the therapists 
in training ~rere not able to handle all types of 
clients. Occasionally conflicts arose in vn1ich the 
client took a strong dislike to his clinician. 
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This sometimes resulted in termination of therapy. 
4• Negative Attitude: Sometimes parents of clients 
and/or clients dislil{ed aspects of the clinic 
progr~m (i.e. the type of therapy given, the 
structure of group therapy, the information pro-
vided to parents) to such a degree that therapy 
was terminated. 
5. Enviro~mental Factors: Transportation problems, 
therapeutic help from a nearer source, relocation 
in other cities, insufficient time, illness in a 
family - these and many other environmental si tua-
tions prevented clients from returning for more 
therapy. 
6. No Motivation: Some clients left the clinic 
because they no longer seemed to feel a need for 
help with their speech problems. The causes for 
their lack of motivation were not considered; it 
was merely noted that they did not continue therapy 
because they were not motivated. 
Boston University 
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Table 16. Reason for Termination of Therapy 
Cause for Termination 
Symp- Client 
Manner tom I na de- Clini- Neg-
of Im- q11ate cian a~tive No 
Termi- prove- Facil- Con- A.tti - En vir- Moti va:_-
nation ment ities flict tude onment. tion 
(1) (2 ) ( 3 ) (Lb) <s) (6) (7) : 
Dis-
miss:ed 59 6 1 20 2 
With-
drawn 3 1 2 L~ 4.1 9 
A$ would be expected,the majority of the clients no 
longer had therapy at the clinic because their speech 
improved or environmental cir cQmstances prevented their 
return . 
The clinic accepted for therapy only a small number of 
clients for whom its facilities were inadequate,and most 
of them were dismissed. 
Eleven clients were not motivated to continue therapy. 
Client- clinician conflict does not appear to be a 
frequent cause for termination of therapy . The number does 
not correlate with the number of clients expressing negative 
feelings toward clinicians, as shown in Table 14-• 
Four clients withdrew because of negative parent or 
cl i ent attitudes . This number does not correlate with nega-





Many clients received further therapy after leaving 
the Speech and Hearing Center; some had been referred from 
the Center to sources more suite d to the clients' needs, 
i. e . psychiatric clinics for those who were severely 
involved emotionally, or therapists in communities where 
the clients lived. Table 17 shows the number of clients in 
each of the speech status groups who had further therapy 




Table 17. Record of Ft~ther Therapy of 




Status Yes No No Iriformation 
~1) ~2~ (~) <4~ 
orse 1 
Same 6 18 1 
Improved 33 55 7 
!-Tone 2 19 3 
Total !~1 93 11 
the largest speech status group - the group cate-
imProved - 55 (or 60 per cent) had had no further 
after l eaving the Speech and Hearing Center. In 
the group categorized ~ 79 per cent had had no further 
therapy. 
The data sheets show that 2~ clients out of the 55 clienm 
in the improved group had had no further therapy beyond 
that received at the Speech and Hearing Center. By adding 
sa 
these ~~ clients to the 19 shown in the ~ status in the 
above table, it was determined that ~3 clients who no 
longer needed speech therapy had had no speech therapy · 
other than that which they had at the Boston University 
Speech and Hearing Center . Since the Center wa s the only 
source of professional speech help for the ~3 clients wh o 
no longer needed speech therapy, it would seem that the 
Center contri bute d to the marked i mprovement in ~ eech of 
these ~3 clients. 
-4l=-
The inqv~ry forms sent to the adult clients and the 
parents of child clients asked in effect, 11What caused-
the speech to improve?n The responses of those who answered 
this question were grouped under the headings seen in 
Table 18 and were recorded by the nature of the client's 
speech problem. Professional help includes therapy received 
from Boston University as well as other sources. Under 
the classification other were tabula ted c01mnents by clients 
stating that they had receive d help from parents, teachers, 
doctors , etc . 
Table 18. Clients' Reasons for Improvement Related to Sources 
of Therapy 
Reasons for Improvement 
Sources Professional No 
of Professional Self Other and Infor-
Therapy Help Help Help Self Help mation 
~ll (2'l (3) (4.) <51 (5J 
B. u. c·linic 
thergr:y only 35 18 2 11 8 
B. u. clinic 
therapy 
plus other 




of therapy 3 1 6 
Out of the 119 clients placed in the improved or ~ 
status group, 75 had speech therapy from only one source -







in the above table , 35 attributed their improvement to the 
help they received at the clinic. Eleven more clients 
attributed their i mprovement to both the clinic and ·to 
self help . 
Additional examination of the data sheets revealed 
that a large number of theClients who stuttered attributed 
their improvement to self help in contrast to the large 
number of other clients who a ttributed their i mprovement 
to rr ofessional help . 
I, 
- --~========~=--
Table 19 shows those speech situations whi ch the clients 
found dif'ficul t. This information was obtained from the 
inquiry forms filled out by adult clients and parents of 
I child clients. The responses we re arranged according to the 









Table 19. Clients' Report of Difficult Speech Situations 
by Na t ure of Problem 
Difficult Speech Situations 
Na- Soc-
ture Tot- ie.:.l 
of a1. Act- Aud-
Prob- Cli- Pla'y- ivi- Tele- i -
lem ents School Home ground ties phone ence None 
(1) (2) (3) (lj.) (5) (6} (7) (8) (9) 
FA 54 JlJ 9 g 10 8 5 23 OA i~ 12 12 12' 10 3 3 FV 3 2 0 5 1 3 5 
ov 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
ST 51 29 20 8 23 21 13 }~_ 
Total Jl~5 59 44 17 51 l.~l 25 35 
The clients as a whole rated the situations from most 
difficult to l east difficult in the following order: 
(1) School, (2) Social Activities, (3) Home <4) Tele-
phone, (5) Audience, (6) Playground. Thirty-five felt 
they had no difficulty in any of the situations. This 
should be compared with the 24 persons in the study judged 
to have no further speech problem and the l.~3 who still have 
some problem but need no more therapy at present. 
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Breaking down the responses it seems that the clients with 
stuttering , functional articulation and organic articula-
tion problems follow the pattern of order• of difficulty 
set by the group as a whole. 
In proportion to the ntunber studied in their respective 
groups, the clients with stuttering and organic articula-
tion problems find speaking situations most difficult. 
Functional articulation and voice problems present the 
least disturbance to clients in the designated speech 







Out of 75 children who attended the clinic, parents 
of 53 of the children had interviews with staff members 
while their childrenwere receiving therapy. These 
1
•interviewstt ranged in frequency from two interviews with 
a. staff member during a child's entire stay at the clinic 
to regular interviews twice weekly in a group parent coun-
seling situation. An examination of the above figures 
would indicate that parents of 22 clients did not have 
interviews with a staff member other than at the time of 
the diagnostic examination. 
Table 2D. Parents' Attitudes Toward Counseling 
Interviews 
Positive Negative Indifferent No Opinion 
(1) <?> (3) (4) 
30 8 5 10 
Records are missing or are quite scanty regarding 
what took place during the parent interviews . The majority 
of parents who did have interviews, hov1ever, felt positive 
toward them, but those 23 who did not feel positive toward 
the interviews would certainly point to the need for 
continued effort on the part of the clinic to provide 
counseling for parents which meets their needs. This need 
for more effective parent counseling is reinforced by the 
reco~nendations made by the parents, which are note d later 






~ a result of the interviews conducted in this study, 
the writers found it necessary to refer some of the clients 
for additional help. A total of 47 referrals were made 
to the fol lowing sources : 
1. Thirty-one clients to the Speech and Hearing 
Center for further diagnosis and/or therapy 
2. Six clients to outside speech therapists for 
therapy 
3• Six clients for medical help 
~. Four clients for psychiatric help or child 
guidance clinics 
One q~estion of importance on the inquiry form speci-
fically asked for suggestions from the paren~or adult 
clients, which might enable the Center to be more helpful 
to its clients. The suggestions made by parents, University 
clients, and non-University adult clients have been listed 
below in the order of frequency of occurrence, according 
to the phase of the clinic program to which the suggestions 
refer . 
The following suggestions were made by parents of the 
child clients: 
1. Concerning therapy: 
a . Groups in therapy should be carefully constructe~ 
clients ~2th similar problems being in the 
same group. 
b. The choice of individual or group therapy 
6 'j_' 
=,--
should be made according to the clients' needs. 
Individual therapy would be more suitable for 
mentally retarded children. 
c. Therapy sessions should be longer. 
d. Recordings should be used oftener. 
e . Functional articulation ce.ses should be given 
speech exercises. 
2. Concerning clinicians: 
a.. Clinicians shoul d start the sessions on t ime. 
b. The clinicians should not probe into the 
personal problems of the client. 
3· Concerning parent counseling: 
a. Individual counseling would give each parent 
more of a chance to talk . 
b. The groups should not be too heterogeneous. 
4. Concerning clinic organization: 
a. Parents should be informed of the child's pro-
gress in t herapy through frequent interviews 
and through reports sent to them. 
b. The staff should give suggestions for the 
parents to follow at home in helping t he clients. 
c. The clinic and the school should work together 
in helping the client. 
d. The Center could a id in setting up clinics in 




e. The program should include help in school 
subjects. 
f. Home ~isits by the cl i nicians would give a 
truer picture of the h ome situation to aid 
g. 
in therapy. 
The child shoul d not be dismissed from therapy 
until he has made noticeable liaprovement. 
h. Parents should mee t the clinici ans. 
i. The clinic policy should include less permis-
siveness with well-adjusted children. 
j. Lectures by child psychologists related to 
specific speech problems would aid parents' 
understanding of their children. 
The following suggestions were .made by adult clienta 
who were not University students; 




Sessions should be more frequent. 
There should be more individual t h erapy. 





for therapy should b e ,.,.,"de ,. 
l UQ. a cco:r01ng 
criteria: small ·groups 81 . 1 ~ 111.1 ar problems in on 
e group , a b alance of males 
and females , and a careful c onsidernt • 
<=< 1 on or 
t he client rs abili ty t o adjust t 




e. Group therapy should allow more speaking oppor -
tunities, both formal m.d infol"mal. 
f. Outside speaking assignments would aid the 
client in adjusting to actual speaking sit-
uations. 
g. Therapy should be adapted to the client's 
needs. 
h. Fewer exercises would allow more time for 
personal discussions which would deal with 
attitudes. 
2. Concerning clinicians: 
a . Clinici~ns should start the sessions on time. 
b. The client should have one clinician through-
out the course of therapy. 
3· Concerning clinic organization: 
a . Clients should be informed of their progress 
at frequent intervals. 
b . The School of Education should offer a course 
in public speru{ing . 
c. The Center should have a consulting psychia-
trist on its staff. 
The following suggestions were made by University 
a:.dult clients: 
1. Cone erning th~ rapy: 
a. More recordings would aid the student to 
evaluate his own progress. 
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b. University students should receive individual 
therapy . 
c. Therapy would be more interesting and meaning-
ful if suited to the client's needs. 
d . Sessions should be more frequent and should 
be arranged to coincide more nearly with 
the client's O\~ schedule . 
e. There should be fewer speech exercises. 
f. Reading assignments on the clients' specific 
problems would aid them in tmderstanding 
their problems. 
g. A more careful groupi ng of clients would allow 
sufficient attention to ~1 clients according 
to the severity of thei r problems . 
h . Clients with foreign dialect ~oblems should 
be groupe d by themselves, since their problems 
are different from those of the English- speaking 
clients. 
2. Concerning clinicians: 
T. The clinicians should be selected to give 
group or individual therapy according to their 
abilities in these areas . 
b . Clinicians with speech probl ems would have a 




3• Concerning clinic organization: 
a. The clinic should be better organized. 
b. The core program should provide more motivation 
toward speech improvement. The need for 
improvement eould be explained in relation 
to teaching efficiency . 
c. The meaning of receiving an incomplete in 
Freshman Speech I mprovement course should be 
explained at the beginning of the semester. 
d. A thorough examination of student referrals to 
the clinic would eliminate those students 
whose problems are not severe enough to be 
handled by a clinic. 
e. Better diagnosis at the beginning of therapy 
would clarify therapy aims . 
f. Clients should be followed up after leaving the 
clinic. 
g. Group meetings ~vi th several speech instructors 
would enable students to discuss general speech 
problems. 
h . English teachers could be instructed to deal 
vdth minor speech problems in class. 
i. The clinic should do special work with aphasics. 
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.CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The purpose of this study was to follow-up former 
clients who had attended the Boston University Speech and 
Hearing Center during any period from September, 1948 to 
February, 1953, to learn how much progress toward better 
speech and better social adjustment has been made by its 
former clients, and to study these same clients • subjective 
evaluations of the clinic's therapy program. 
Inquiry forms and interviews were the means used to 
gather the information necessary for this study. Inquiry 
forms were sent to adult clients, the parents of child 
clients and the present classroom teachers of the clients 
of school age. Clients who indicated on the inquiry form 
a willingness to come to the center were interviewed. 
I nformation obtained from the inquiry forms and the inter-
views plus information from the clinic files was tabulated 
for each client on data sheets. Then the information was 
transferred to swmnary sheets in order to facilitate analysis. 
Host of t he results of the analysis were shown in table 
form, and interpreted. The trends shown in the analysis 
of data are shown in the following paragraphs. 
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The response to the inquiry forms was greater from 
parents of child clients than from the adult clients. 
Among adult clients, the response from University students 
was poor . The teachers made a very good and prompt 
response to the inquiry forms. Most of the child clients 
s tudied had functional articulation or stuttering problems. 
riiost of the adult clients studi eel had stu:btering, functional 
voice and functional articulation problems. The nwnber 
of clients wi th organic speech problems was small. 
The speech of a large majority of the clients was 
judged to be greatly improved. More chil d clients than 
adult clients showed improvement. Of those clients showing 
improvement the largest number had functional articulation 
problems . 
There seemed to be a trend toward improved so~ial 
adjustment as the clients' speech improved. The clients 
with stuttering problems and the child clients with organic 
articulation problems were judged to be the poorest adjusted 
socially. 
The majority of the clients received both individual 
and group therapy; these clients preferred either individual 
therapy or a combination of group and individual therapy. 
S~nptom attack was the most commonly used method of 
therapy. Clients who stuttered were more frequently exposed 
to several methods of therapy than the clients with other 
types of speech problems. 
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T-- ~he aspect ~f ~herapy p:a eferred by most clients ~~s-­, speech exercises. Adults showed a strong preference for 
the use of recording equipment; children ' s parents showed 
a preference for group participation. 
Most clients felt positive tov1ard the clinic program 
and the clinicians. 
Most clients we1~e dismissed because of symptom improve-
ment or environmental factors. Those who withdrew from 
t he clinic did so mainly because of envj_ronmental factors. 
Since many of the clients (in the improved or none 
groups) who no longer need speech therapy have had profession- ', 
al speech help from no source other than the Boston Univer-
sity Speech and Hearing Center, it would seem that the 
Center contributed to the marked improvement shown by 
these clients . 
Nearly half of the clients whose speech improved 
attributed this improvement to the Speech and Hearing Center. 
Some of the parents of child clients received no pa.rent 
cottnseling. The parent counseling which was given varied 
in amount from two interviews to regular weekly counseling 
sessions. 
Reconnnendations from the adult clients and the p3.rents 
of child clients could be summarized in the following 
statement : The clinic program should be better organized 
to meet t he needs of the individual client, with careful 
attention given to complete diagnoses, to frequent progress 
I 
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reports to the clients or parents, to the structure of 
group t herapy, and to better motivation of University 
students toward speech improvement . 
2. Conclusions 
Although the Boston University Speech and Hearing 
Center is achieving its objectives in training therapists 
and a:l-ding the speech handicapped, there are several rec-
ommendations that may be advanced for meeting the needs 
of future students and clients in fuller measure. All 
recomL1endations will be directed specifically toward in-
creasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the clinic. 
An analysis of clinic files, information submitted on 
the inquiry forms , and comments made during interviews 
points out, in the v~iters ' opinions, a need for t he 
following: 
1. An organized program of speech meeting the needs 
of the University students which ~uuld encompass 
the following : 
a . Frequent public speaking opportunities 
b . Adequate enlighten~ent of students as to speec~ 
course requirements and meaning of the grade 
nrncomplete . n 
c. A plan of motivation for students in need of 
therapy and a therapautic program which is 
interesting and meaningful. 
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d. Better organization in handling of University 
clients in respect to manner in whi ch they 
are s creened, and assigned for therapy. 
2 . Complete diagnostic evaluation to determine treat-
ment needs of incli vi duals wit hin the framework 
of faciliti es offered by the Speech and Hearing 
Center , and at the same time to avoid enrollment 
of clients whose problems do not come within 
the scope of the clinic. 
3· A consistent pr ogrrun of therapy for clients . In 
reading the records of :r.:a st therapeutic procedures, 
the writers found that frequently there was no 
organized pl an of therapy. Therapists tried 
different approaches in a "hit or miss 1t fashion. 
4• Closer supervision of ~herapist s by the staff 
primarily to see that the therapist is conducting 
a progrrun best suited to his abilities and the 
client ' s needs , and to see that the therapist 
assQmes all other responsibi lities expected of 
him by the clinic staff . 
5. Proper orientation of parents to the clinic program. 
Some parents expressed resentment because they 
were never enli ghtened as to the nature of the 
program their child was par t i cipating in. Some 
had erroneous concepts as to the purposes of' 
aspects of the therapeutic program - that they 
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did nothing but play, were given too much free-
dom, etc. 
6. Better group therapy structt~e. Frequently the 
writers' found that groups were poorly structured 
with no attention given to interpersonal relation-
ships within the group, age range, group number, 
or nature of problem. 
7• More individual and group parent counseling. 
r1Iany of the parents whom the writers interviewed 
revealed a need for a better understanding of 
their child ' s speech problem. The writers feel 
that these parents could be of invaluable assis-
tance to their children if they had a greater 
knowledge and understanding of ~he child's prob-
lem. 
8. Adequate client files containing complete infor-
mation with special attention given to diagnosis 
and therapy reports and organized to facilitate 
handling and to insure clarity. 
3• Limitations of Study 
1. The clinic records and files were inadequate. 
2. Much of the information was obtained from the 
inquiry forms filled out by clients. It may be 
assumed that the forms sent to adult clients were 
filled out by them. However, forms sent to 
7 :l 
child clients were filled out by parents It 
me,y be incorrect to assume the.t all the pa rents 11 
consulted their children in answering questions 
on the inquiry forms . 
3· It would be difficult to get an accurate report 
of social adjustment and status of speech for 
those clients that did not come in for• an inter-
view. Their criteria for what consitutes nworse , 
same, improved, none n .mic;ht differ from that of 
the Center . 
4• There was unavoidable sub jecti vi ty involved in 
the appraisal of clinic records, and vdth the 
use of inquiry forms and interviews as sources 
of information. 
5. More trends would have been evident had the group 
investigated been less heterogeneous . 
4• Recommendations for Further Research 
1 . A follow- up study comparing a sufficient number 
of non- clinic cases with a matched number of 
clinic cases accordinG to nature of probl~m for 
the purpose of determi1ung what eff ect profes-
sional help has had on the speech and social 
adjustment of the clients . 
2. A follow- up study of therapists who ha.ve trained 
at the Center to determine how ade quately the 
---~ --
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clinic func tions as a training center. 
3• controlle d fo l low- up study comparing children 
whose parents receive d parent counseling with 
children whose parents oid not receive counseling 
to determine the effects of cotmseling on t h e 
speech and social adjustment of the child . 
!~ . A more extensive , controlled study of various 
aspects of the cl iPic program such as type of 
therapy, clinician ' s role in therapy, group therapy, 
etc . for the purposes of determining t he effective-
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P..PP . .:!. liTDIX A - I N UIRY FORMS .A .. ND LETTERS 
·. ·' . . 
JNQUBRY FORM 
C · . 
.. . .,· 
Some of the following information .requeUed is e~lread~ aJ part of our files. · However, to verify our recoids~ 
would you he lp us by c;snswering ·all the question!. 
1 • . ,Name~._.;..,.._ _ __:. __ ;..;:· _  ._.. __ __,;,_.,.;_~_,._;., __ =:-. - · ·_.;· Male ( ) · . Female ( ) Age ~_· ----
-Pil'esent .Address ~ .·· . Phone~ ~--~~~~~~~~----~~--~~------~~~---- --~------~-;stree.t . :· City · · ·State 
3. Present Employmentg. ___________ .....__....__Marital. Status: • Single (~ . Mcnr~t~ (» 
4. Schooh .,...,--~~~-=-------------::-"'T"":"---..----~,.;_...-=---r----------'!::'""""__,...-.....,.,.....,---_, N~me of SchOol . Address Grade TeQchell' 
5 .. How long did )IOU CJittend the Boston·University speech clinic?_. ____ · . Fromg_~ _ __ To .·;,.. ·-~~~-
· 6 •. Whl!l1i' do )OY think of yow speech problem now? 
( ~ . Still present, worse 
· ( ~ Still present, same as it culwi:llys was 
f » Still present, improved 
( .) No longer prese'nt 
YfS. mos. 
· .. 7. ~f ytnJJ can , pleose descr.ibe your speech as it is now:_. ~~=-""'""'=---~-------~~....;..,-~~-
·· 8. Would you consider coming into the Speech and Heodng Center for a brief interview? Yes (J No ~ » 
9. 'fhe speech clinic will be open ~ul!'ing the following. houn for interviewing: 
Monday~ 9:Q0-5gQQ Wednesday: 3:00-5:00 
Tuesday: 3:00-9g0Q Thursday~ 9:00-12:00 
lOa Hf Yc>u Would come in ·for an interview, please give the days of the week and the hours which _might be 
convenient for you rocome:. __ · ----------------------~----------------------~----------
There will be no fee for this int~rview. · . 
-·-· 
. ftf reu CANNc:ri come in for an interview, would you please fill in the entire inquiry form and 
. - :' . . · .. " . . . . ;; ·. . . . . . 
- . • - • • l l • 
return it in the stamped enveloj:,e. Your answers will prc;;ve of h~lp to others ~ho will be coming into the ·· 
• · speech clinic • 
. Hf you CAN come in for an interview, would yotD please fill in the next pages and bring them wUh you 
t() the interview. Tear off this page and return it in the stamped envelope. 




. . :. ~ .. 
. . ·. :. · 
. _· ,·. ·· .. . . , 
- 2 .• 
. . 
U . . When jou a ttended the Boston University speech clinic, what type of speech help di d you· il"eceive? 
Please chJeck: individual or pri vate ( } Group ( ) 8oth ( ) 
12 ~ .Which type d id you feel was more -benefi cial to you ? · ~ndividual () G roup () Bo1'11 .equally beneficial .{ . 
-· Would you rate the following activities of the speech clinic which are listed below? 
ci'. Speech exercises Very helpful ( ) Helpful ( ). Not helpful () · 
b. Dramatic activity . Very he lpfu I ( ) Helpful ( ) · Not helpful ( ), · 
c . . DiscWJssion of personal problems Ver:y helpful ( ) Helpful () Not he~ful ( ) 
d. Workwith recording equipment Very hel pful ( ) Helpful () Not he lpful ( ) 
e . OtJrside assignments . Very he lpful .U Helpful ( ) Not helpful ( ) 
f • Group participation · Very helpful ( ) Helpful () Not helphvl () 
•• g. Otherg 
· · 14~ Check the fo-llowi ng items which descii"ibe yor..~r teachers who worked wi th you a t the speech cHnicg 
( p H101d © pieaslng manner 
{ p Undeustood my p!"Ob I ems 
( ) Werr·~ snte~·ested In me 
( ) Made me feel uncomfortable 
( ) Did not understand my troubles 
( ) Were not sincere 
f} , Contf!ibuted toward improvement of my personality. 
() Hel~d impaove my speech 
( ) Did nothing fm· my persona lity 
( ) . Did nothing for my speech 
• f urther comments~ 
iS . HOJve yo tU' heuid QJ!U Y fi.,Jr therr help withyoulf' speech si nce l~caving. the !oston University speech clinic ? 
No ( ) v~~s ( ) Where ? --~-----~---- ------
------··-~ 
16. un WhCHf' school activi ties do you participate? Please check: 
. ( ) Musical Organizations 
·. ( ) Drc.matic Club . 
( )' Student Government 
·( ) A thletics 
( ) Speech Contests 
( ) Social Cl ubs 
Other~ - -------------------------~----~----- ---
17. In what community activities do you participate? Please check ~ 
() Social C lubs 
( ) Athletic Cl ubs 
( ) Church O rganizations 
. e ( ) Service O rgoniza tlons 
( ) Politica l Organizations 
( ) Musica l O rganizations 
Other: 
-----------------------------------------------
18 • . Which places do you find that you have difficulty speaking well? Please check ~ 
( ) At school 
( ) At job 
() At home 
( ) With friends 
( ) At social gatherings 
( ) O n telephone 
( ) Before audience 
( ) No porticular place 
<)}:?1: ::~~{ ::;,. ':: . 
. .~ .; -· ·~· _:: ' 
• '' .. ' 
. :· .. 
· , . ..;. · . .. . . :.:•·· ~. 
. . ·· · , . 
: . .. -.. . 
3 
19. lf you received help with your personal or social problems, please check any of the following who- you. · 
felt did help you. . 
e 
20. 
( ) Mother 
( ) Father 
( ) Sister 
() Brother 
( ) Relative 
( ) Clergy 
( ) Friend 
. ·() 
. Nobody 
Answer either A orB: 
( ) . Schoo l teacher 
. ( ) Psychiatrist 
{) Medical doctor 
C) Counselor 
( } Speech teacher at Boston University 
() Other speech teacher 
( ) Members of your group in Boston University speech clinic 
O~M: . . 
: A.- What do you think has caused yo ur speech to improve? ____ ~..,._---..-...--------~;,..,.__ 
------~--------------------------------------------------~~--~~ . 
B- Whpt do you think has caused your speech to become worse? _______________ . 
2.1 • . Do you feel that the program a t the Boston University s,peech clinic has been of value to you? 
Yes ( ) · No ( ) ·Please explain:--------~-------------
--------·--------------~--------~-------------------------------=-~-----
· 22 . What was your reason for leavi ng the speech clinic? 
-----------------------=------
23. From your experience, what changes or improvements would you recommen~ fo r the Boston Universi~y 
speech clinic? .· 
· . . 
BDSTDN UNIVERSITY 
SPEECH AND HEARING CENTER 
/. --332 . BAY STATE RDAD 
BDEiTC..: lll, MABBACHUSETTB 
· · -,QPi:ttf: ~ t-1ma has .passecl ,stnc&a .. lari- saw yo-U 'in \)le !Speech 
· , : hlllii~}: _: .. tare 'WQnd•tng ho1J yoti :ara. ge:t:ti'Jlg_ :along~ . - Are•· yoU. saH•ti ed 
-· ,w1_1b jou' q . -. lfS: lt .1& ·tlOW? cmi: we be or any fliriher h&l.p to 7o1:t? · 
. .-we: .,1214 1~8 . to tm.-. ·Z... JDU :tse1 a bon the ol:1n1c< .program now that · 
.: : jou hav.e -.,..~ ......_7clii r.b JO'J1 think. tb.tt ,Boston U:n:lv~&i:tT speech- clinic 
h~ped 10\lf Do )011 tbink ,..Ou e,Ot a.s much .tKJm ft as you shoul4 ~.,.., 
' -
Buly- changes have been made in ·the clinic program sim e you 
lat'to We think it has ~oved, but we are quite anxious to hear. JPm> 
. . . ~ . . . . - - -· ,. ideas and sugg!'stions.. Because or yo'iir experience, you are in a 'J)Osi= 
tion to give us valuable ild'o:rmation which will help us proVide -~ 
even better clinic .. . 
l · , . . 
! .. 
In o:rder to hear your answers, we are aSking that you fill in 
the enclosed inquiry- form.. We want y-ou to be qui:te frank - frank about 
yoU,l"selt - ·frank about the clinic.. Nature.lly we: wiD.. treat any- ot the 
J.do~tion you give us con.tid.enUal.+j .. ··11h.en we ·find what . the clini'O 
has.·done: !'or ycu, your -ange;fS:t< 1de&S; and opiJ11ons 1rf.ll be an impor-
ta.n~ co:D.tr-1 bu:Uon towa~ 'helping ''Othera with the same problem as yours'" 
. - - . . -
As you will see on the inquiry- form, · we, are anxious to bave ·a 
prisonal interrtew with you.. We would appreciate ,Our retuming the 
form in the enclosed stamped envelope w1 thin :tive day-s so that we 






•ilbert P.ronoYOst, !hoD~> 
. Directo~ · 





BNQWRY f ORM 
p 
Some of the followi ng infol!'mation requested Is already a polff't of our fileso Howe\Qell' I on o rr-de lf to ve rr- ify 9 Uif' 
records, would you fill in the -desir.(;ld informotiono . . 
-~=-=======~=====-=-~- - ~~~~-~=============== 
Age :. --~~ Sex g F ( ) M ( ) . • Name of Chi~~~:~_..,;_ ______________ ~-- _ 
2. .Present Address~ 
. St'!feet 
3. Schoo i ~:--~~~---,..-------~--T.:rT..:."::-
Name of School Address G rade Teacher 
4. Your Name::----~-----~-----~-
5. How long did yo~~il' chHd c:tten.d the speech clinic ?_~---··'-- -.. ==~-fwm~=-----~--To:~·~~-~--
yrs. mos. 
6 . What do )'O Ui thhuk of you1r chi !d' s speech pwob[e.m 11o w? Ple01se d1.eck ~ 
( } . Stn! p!J"ese1r~f', 'ilfOil'se 
( ) St81l p r.'e s£m! , sOJrne Clls H C!ilwoys w~s • 
. ( ) Sti II preseHt, improved 
( ·~ N I .. P o onger presen1 
8 . Would yo :}j ccmslder c:omk,1g into th.e Speech and Headng Cer~ier fo rr Q bd ef intelr';iew? Ye s 1( p No ~ ) 
9 • . Wo uld you be wlilir1g to b:ring your cha ld in with you for a :re-evadtJJtlltion of h is speech ? Yes { p No () 
10. The speech clinic wili be open during the followong hours for interviewing ~ 
· · Monday~ 9 : 00-5 ~ 00 Wednesday: 3 ~ 00-5 ~00 
Tuesday~ 3~ 00-9~ 00 Thursday~ 9 : 00- 12 ~ 00 
11. If you ore v,•illang to come in , please fill in the da.y a nd hour most conve nient for you~ . 
-------------------=--=--------------------------~----=---=-=- ·-·---=-----------------------
( The re will be no fee fo r the interview. ) 
e H youCANNOT come in for an interview, wou ld you please fill in the entire inquiry form and 
return it in the st-amped envelope. Your answers will prove of help to others who wi ll be coming into the 
speech clinic. 
!f >:ou C~~ome in for a~ interview, would. y? u please fill in t-he next pages and bring them with 
)IOU to the .. tntennew. Tear off th1 s page and return 1t m the stamped envelope_. 
2 
' . .• . '
11~ Has )'OUI!' child r~!ved helpJrona anoJhet spHch sPeCicli~t .sillilce crli.nding the Boston University· 
.,.ech clinic? Y• () No () If so, where? ___ ~,_,..~ _ _,_, _____ ~---~---
12 .. ~at type of speech help did your child receive at the clinic? Please check: 
Jndlvidual or privQte1;( ) Group ( ) ~oth { )- · ·· 
., 
Which do you feel was more beneficial for your child? Please check: 
individual ( ) . Group ( ) Both equally beneficial ( ) 
H . Check acti vi ties that your child had at the speech clinic, indicating how 'helpf11l yoUJ fee l the .activities 
were . 
a,. . Speech exercise$ Very helpful () Helpful () Not helpful ( ) 
b4 Dramatic activity Very helpful ( ) Helpfu l 0 Not helpfu l () 
c . Play a c tivity aimed at 
corTecthl'e speech . Very helpful () Helpful () Not helpfu l ( ) 
d. C hildren{s group activities Very helpful ( ) Helpful () Not helpful ( ) 
•e. Discussion of personal problems Very helpful ( ) Helpful 0 Not helpfu l ( ) 
15 • . Check the fo llowing items which describe teachers who worked wi th your child at the clinic:. 
( ) Pieasan t ma nner 
( } Understood chi ld ~s· problems 
( ) He lped improve chi ld 's speech 
( ) Showed interest in child 
( ) Unpleos(Jin t manner . 
( ) Did not understand chi I d' s prob I ems 
( ) Did nothing for c hild's speech 
() Seemed uninterested in child 
16. Check an)' of the following who you feel have helped your chi ld wi th his personal or social proble~.-­
as they effec t his speech 















Speech teacher in Boston University clinic 
Members of c hild's group in clinic 
Medica l doc tor 
Nobody 
( ) 
. ( ) 
Family member (Relation : ) 
Friend ----~-· 
( ) Psychiatrist 







Speech teacher in Boston University clinic 
Members of chi ld 0s group in clinic 
Medical doctor 
Nobody 
· e In which situa tions does your child have the most difficulty with his speech? Please check . 
( ) School 
( ) Home 
( ) Pla yground 
Othe r: 
' . 
( ) Social activities 




· 18~ · Check the particular situation~ · In which )OUr child's adjustment has been improved: 
· () School 
() :Home 
( ) Playground 
() Social Activities 
() . Telephone 
. () None 
Other:_~-·-----------------------~----------
Further comments: --------------~------------------------~--~--------~ 
19. Hqs your child's odjustment been influenced by the clinic program? Yes () No ( ) 
.20. What was the reason for your child't :·.;)aving the speech clinic? 
(.) Dismissed by clinic ( ) '/ /: :;:lrawn If so, why? · 
--~---------------------------
21. Did you have regular interviews wi'i'h a ~taff member at the speech clinic? Yes ( ) No () 
22. Do you feel it improved your relationship with your child? Yes () No ( ) 
In what ways? 
-----------------------------~-------------------
23. Do you have any suggestions about the clinic program which would enable us to be more helpfL~ ~ to 
children and parents? ________ __,....__ _____________ __,_ _____________ ___ _ 
----------------------------------------------·-·~··· ·-- -· --
---------------------------------------·--·-·-.. -· ·~ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SPEECH AND HEARING CENTER 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BCBTCN 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
Although we have not seen your child at the Boston University Speech 
and Hearing Center for over a year, we have by no means lost aoncern for 
your child . We are still v~y mueh interested in the speech problem., 
In order to find out what your child 9 s speech is like now, we would like 
you t o fill out the enclosed, inquiry form. 'lb.e information on this form 
will give us a clear pictur~ of your child's l!lpeech. Beca\lse of your 
experience, your comments will also assist us in provi~ing a clinic program 
which will better meet the needs of the children coming to us in the future. 
Your frank comments and cr~tioisms would be much eppreeiat~d. Of course 
the information you give wtll be treated oonfidentiallyo · 
I f ~t all possible, we would appreciate the opportunity of also 
discussing with you personally the progress that your child has made s i nce 
leaving the clinic. So that an appointment may be arrang~ at your con-
venience, kindly fill ·out just the first page of the inquiry form and 
return i t to us. If the visit is inconvenient, -we would appreciate your 





Wilbert Pronovost, Ph .. ]!) .. 
Director 
Speech and Hearing Center 
INQUIRY FORM 
T 
1. Name: Phone: 
------------------------------------------~----------- ---------------
2. Address: 
----~-----------------------------~--------------------~-------------Street City State 
• Position held at school: 
----------------------------------~---------------------------
4. Name of child: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
5. How long has this child been in your classroom? 
-------------------------------------------
6. What is your estimate of him as a student? Excellent () Good () Fair () Poor () 
Strongest subject : Weakest subject: 
------------------------------- ----------------------
7. Has the child repeated any grades? Yes ( ) No ( ) Which one: 
---------------------------
8. Do you feel that this child '•s speech hashindered his academic progress or social adjustment in school? 
Yes () No () Explain: ____________________________ _ 
9. Check the terms which would apply to the child's present speech: 
A. Ar ticulation 
I. Can hardly understand him ( ) 
2. O mits certain sounds ( ) 
3. Uses "baby-talk" () 
4. Substitutes wrong sounds for right ones, such as "w" for "r" ( ) 
5. Has a foreign accent ( ) 
6 . Has 11sloppy" speech ( ) 
7. Distorts certain 50unds ( ) 
8. Protrudes tongue for "s-z" sound~ (I isps) .( ) 
9. Sounds which appear inaccurately made: p-b-m () wh-w ( ) t-d-n ( ) h ( ) y ( ) 
k-g-ng ( ) f-v ( ) th ( ) 1-r ( ) s-z ( ) sh-zh ( ) ch-j ( ) 
B. Voice 
I. Usually has weak voice and can hardly be heard in class ( ) 
2. Has very monotonous voice ( ) 
3. Is too breathy when talking ( ) 
4. Is throaty and guttural ( ) 
5. Has husky, hoarse voice () 
6 . Sounds too nasal ( ) 
7. Is too high pitched () 
8. Speech lacks variety and life () 
9. Usua\\y talks in a whisper ( ) 
10. Usually talks too fast ( ) too slowly ( ) 
C . Fluency 
I. Repeats initial sounds, syllables, words and phrases ( ) 
2. Blocks sometimes and canrt get words out ( ) 
3. Speech is jerky ( ) 
2 
D. Other problems 
1. Has cleft palate ( ) 
2. Has cerebral palsy () 
3. Is hard of hearing ( ) 
4. Very poor oral reader ( ) 
5 . Avoids speaking in class ( ) 
6 . Appears tense and uncomfortable most of the time ( ) 
7 . Has symptoms of nervousness ( ) 
8 . Appears insecure ( ) 
10. is he now receiving speech training? No ( ) Yes ( ) From what source? 
---T------------------
II . What sources for speech training are available in your school system? 
----~-----------------------
12 . What is the childr~ attitude toward his speech problem? 
A. Not aware of it ( ) 
B. Aware but not concerned ( ) 
C . Accepting ( ) 
D. Avoids speaking ( ) 
E. Ashamed ( ) 
13. Che ck the phrase which would describe the child's attitude toward school: 
A. Enthusiastic ( ) 
B. ~n te rested in certain phases ( ) 
C. ~ ndiffe rent ( ) 
D. Hostil e () 
14. With whom does he usual-ly associate? 
A. C hildren his own age ( ) 
B. Older children () 
C. Yo unger children ( } 
D. No one () 
l5. C heck the phrases describing his behavior in group work: 
A. Cooperative ( ) E. Refrains from verbal activities ( ) 
B. Shy ( ) F. Unwi II ing to participate ( ) 
C . Aggressive () G. Unwilling to accept group decisions () 
D. Easil y led () H. Other: _________________________ _ 
16. Wha t cl assroom activities does he espeically enjoy? 
A. Art ( ) E. Dramatization ( ) 
B. Music ( ) F. Reading: Oral ( ) Silent ( ) 
C. Action games () G. Oral language activities () 
D. Ve rbal games ( ) H. Particular academic subject ( ) Specify: 
-----------
17. In what school activities does he participate? 
A. Ba nd ( ) 
B. Glee club () 
C . O rchestra ( ) 
3 
F. Dramatics ( } 
G. Student government ( ) 
H. Social clubs ( ) 
I. Other D. Sports ( ) 
E. Speaking contests ( ) --------------------------------------
18. What is the attitude of the other children toward his speech? 
A. Do not recognize that his speech is different ( } 
B. Accept it ( ) 
C . Correct it ( ) 
D. Laugh at it ( ) 
19. Do you think that he could benefit from further speech therapy? No () Yes () Explain: 
----
20. We would appreciate any additional comments on the child•s speech and on his adjustment to his 
speech problem: 
----------------------------
BosToN · UNIVERSITY 
SPEECH AND HEARIN13 CENTER 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
We are ve-r:y interested in this pupil P who once · a·ttended 
the Boston Universit y Speech and Hearing Cantero As a teacher ~ 
you have an excellent opportunity to observe tliis child in 
your classroomo We wish to know what his speech is like ncwp 
what adjustment he hss made9 and we f eel that you ~an be or. 
valuable assistance by gi ving us you~ ~ommeutso Youp as the 
child 0 s teacher~ trained as you a~e in observing chil dren , 
can give us a true estimate of his speeeho 
Please fill in the enclosed i nquiry form and return it 
to us within five dayso Of course th~ information you give 
us will be treated confidentiallyo We would be glad to 
hear from you personally if' you would like to d i scuss the 
childQs speech with uso 
WP/mb 
Enclo 
BOSTON . UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
832. BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON IS, MASSACHUSETTS 
l.J'e hope you have been considering the re·o 
cent letter and inquiry form you received f.t·om 
us . 'We are quite anxious t o hear your comments 
about your speech a.'Yld the cl i nic . Enclosed is 





Wilbel't Pronov-ost, Ph.D. 
Director 
Speech and Hearing Center 
BosToN UNIVERSITY 
ScHOOL OF EoucATJON 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 1!5, MASSACHUSETTS 
In the letter aDd inq_uiry form which you 
received trom us recentlyp we expressed an inter-
est in knowing how your child has been getting 
along since leaving the speech clinic. We are 
still very interested in hearing from you. You 
as a parent are best q_ualitied to tell about your 
child's speech. Your experience will also enable 
us to assist children such as yours in the future. 
We are looking forward to hearing from you within 
the next five days. Enclosed you will find an 




Wilbert Pronovost, Ph.D. 
Director 
Speech aDd Hea~ing Center 
BosToN UNIVERSITY 
ScHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 1!5, MASSACHUSETTS 
We realize that, as busy as you are, you me.y 
not have f'oUn.d time to answer the inquiry f'orm 
you recently received f'rom us. We are still in-
terested in your evaluation of' your pupil's speech. 
Your experience and training will make your comments 
a worthwhile contribution toward our goal of' help-
ing children with their speech problems. We are 
looking f'orward to hearing f'rom you within the 
next f'ive days. Enclosed you will f'ind an addi-




Wilbert Pronovost, PhoD. 
Director 
Speech ·and Hearing Center 
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APPENDIX B - DIAGNO"'TIC FORI'.iS USED IN INTERVIE'HS 
SOCIO=EOUCAT.IONAL nl~ 
INTELLlGENCEg __ __,_-~-_,~--------~ EIAM NEJ!DJID~-------------
Bl!HA.VIORg ( Circle a ppropriate letter~ "O" ~ o:rten 9 9113 111 ~ sometimes ~ "N" - never o 
Details over) . . 
.0 Nervousness 0 s N 16 o Daydreams 
2o S '31.f=p i ty 0 s N l7 o Bed wetting 
3o Sh~~te s::s 0 5 N l 8o Sleep=walking 
4 o Rudeness 0 s N l 9 o J"ealousy 
5o Showing of':f 0 s N 20o Lying 
6 o Di s ob ed i enc e 0 s N 2lo S t eal i ng 
7 o Whi ning 0 s N 22o Running away 
So Tempe:r' t antrums 0 s N 23o 'lliuinb...:sucking 
9 o Dest ruc t i veness 0 s N 24o Feeding problems 
l Oo Fi ght ing 0 s N 25 o Nai l=biting 
l lo Orw!llt y 0 s N 26 o Const i pation 
l2o Sel i: i shne s s 0 s N 27o Pessimism 
l3 o Di f ficult toil et training 0 s N 28 o Set t i ng fires 
l4o Sleepl essness 0 s N 29 o Tics 
l5 o Ni gh t roo. r e s 0 s N 30o OtheN 
SOCIAL DATA.g 
Group behaviorg 
Att itude toward familyg 
Attachment s g 
SELF= Pl!!RC.EE'T.I ON~ 
Reac tion ·to d i sor derg 
Rea ct ion t o s peech s ituationsg 
Occupational effects~ 
EDUCATION~ 
School g Teacher:: 
Progressg 
At tit udeg Likesg Dislikes: 
.her & 
F.AMI:LY HISTORYg 
( Cult ural 9 
{Add details over o ) 
































SPEECH AND HEA..R.ING CENTER 
EXA1IINATION OF SPEECH MECHANISM 
lo Occlusion :;: 
Normal Overbite Underbite 
~--
---
2 o Alligrrment of teeth.~ 
Normal Irregular Spaced 
---
Is soft palate raised when child says rtah?" Yes 
4o Control of tongue ~ 
Touch :.1pper gum r i dge vri th tip 
Ra±.8·2 b.s.ck of tongue Yfhile humming the 
r~~ S<Ju.nd 
Sew loh .. J.arl···lah rapidly 
Say d3h-d.a.h·~ ·.:iah rapidly 
5o Open <9l1d. r:; l os c: ra1v !'apidly 
6o Desc:d .be 2.ny ;:tbr.c,r1Daltties in struc:turc Gf mechani smo 
RESPONSE TO THERAPY 




Hard Not at all 
Coltmm Io 
Column · IIe Indicate the child ' s ability to produce the sounds in isolation in 
response to auditory stimulationo For young children associate sounds 
with animal noises J if possible o 
Column IIIo 
I 
If child cannot produce sound in response to auditory stimulation :~ 
determine if the child can put the mechanism in position for the soundo 
II III 
SOUND DISCRIMINIATION Tl!ST 
Practice Examples 
Grou~ 1,. Grou~ 2. Grou~ 3. Grou;e 4. 
lo sa .sa. lo - /a I.a.. 1o 1;;- dja 1o adj az Ja, fa 2.-t]a t. a. a a 2 • ..sa.. 2o IJCL 2. a v 
3,.dJa za • 3o tq &a, 3. sa za._ 3.ad a% 
a.J af a.s 4. Ja Ja 4o t)a_ t9cr 4.aj·· 4. 
5. a:r rZlJ 5o tl.S az 5-~J 1 5. b'a.. S"t:L 
s,. a& at 6. tlj adj Go S?l.. +a 6.ac1 a_ 
7. ;-a_ rtL 7o 8a Ja. 7.tja J~ 7,. tl.Z az 
s .. \/a.. Wtz- So Jet da. a.~a_ ~a_ So Cl Z.. ~~ 9,. r-tL La 9. 3'a va 9. ~ Ta 9o a~ 
10oJra r-a lOo Ja dJ4 10.1 a_tf 10o. t/.CJ af" 
~~-----------------------------------~-~~----~--~-~~~~~~-------~-------------~--------------~ 
Practice i~amples 
1"·---~~ 2,. ____ 
. 3. 
-----4 •. ____ _ 
Group 1. Group 2,. Group 3. I . Group 4. 
1 •. ____ _ 1o. ____ _ 1 •. ____ ~ lo ____ _ 
2 •. ____ _ 2 •. ____ _ 2·-~--- 2. 
-----3-·~---~~------
6. ____ _ 
3 •. ____ _ 
4 •. __ _,;__ _ 
5 ..... ____ _ 
6 •. ____ _ 
3o. ____ _ 
4 •. ____ _ 
·5o 
----~ 6--~---




-----6 •. ____ _ 
7. ____ _ 7 •. ____ _ 7. ____ _ 7o. ____ _ 
s. ____ _ s •. ____ _ So-~--- s •. ____ _ 
9,. 
·-----10 •. ____ _ 
9o. ____ _ 
10 •. ____ _ 
9o ____ _ 
10o. ____ _ 
9,. 
-----lOo 
I :e r-· •t-eat R 2 3 II. ].. cat-bat 1 R 
' 2 . sldp-ahip 1 R 3 2 . chip-ehip 1 2 R 
.< ) / 
). pi&-pin 1 2 R ). pen-pin R 2 l 
4· COII'l&-eomb 1 2 R 4· cone-cone 1 R 3 
5· clown-crown 1 2 R s. crown-oro~m R 2 l 
6. pen-pen 1 R 3 6. pen-pen R 2 3 
7. lock-lock 1 Jl 3 7. log-look Jl .2 l 
8. rock-look ]. 2 Jl s. reck-rock R :2 3 
<}. vaah-w.ah R 2 '3 9. .mah-vatoh 1 2 R 
10. tace-tace 1 • 3 10. vaee-:f'aoe 1 2 R 
11. lii.OU.S&-matlth 1 R 3 11. voutb-aoath R 2 ) 
l2.mot-nut 1 Jl l 12. mat-knot 1 ,2 R 
13. oat-cat R 2 3 ]3. cap-cat 1 ;.2 R 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SPEECH AND h'EAR!NC'r. CENTER 
Name of pupil g Date of t.est~ 
. . . . . . . . . . 
VOICE AND ARTICULATION TEST CHART = GRADE 1 
Section lo :Estimate of Spontaneous Speec.h~ 
. .!£ To:i.ce 13ifficultyg 
Pit ch 
If Articulat.i~ Difficulty~ . !f. St,utte!:_in_il Di.fficUl tyg 
~~~ ~ . g~ ~. Yes vr.~lu•J)G: 
. RP. te 
qual.:i·ti:y 
(r ) ~~ (sh) = = 
(1) ~%·~.. . . = 
Indistinct,·= . .. ~. · 
Oni ts sounds 







J.rticul atic.n Test (with ~mall pi1~t.1U"es) g 


















Speech and Hearing Cenxer 
VOICE AND ARTICULATION TEST CHART 
NAME TESTER DATE 




--------------------~ Too low 
Iu.flexi ble Too fle:::<..ib"""'l_e ________ _ 

















~y TO VOICEg 
X - DIFFICULTY 
ARTICUL ATIO N 
CONSONANTS 
(r) = r 
===-~--~----~----=--= 
(1) = 1 ------~--~ 
(s) = s ~--------~ 
(z) = z 
===---------------------= 
C}l ~ sh ~~-----~ 
(3 ) ~ zh ~~~~~~-~ 
(~)-ch~-=~~-------­
( ' ) = j 
<e )= th ________________ _ 












KEY TO ARTICULATION& 
D ~ DISTORTION 
0 = eMISSION 
S = SUBSTITUTION 
T = SLIGHTING 
(Use small letters 
or phonetic sym-
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!' PENDIX C - DAT SHEETS AND SUl/IM ffiY H~E'l'S 
~ - I - .... ~-,,- --
,_ --- --- ----- --•·- •·- -••·-- ~ ~---· ~~-- -~u-.~·- -,,_.,. , . •"1•• · .. -.j,,., · ·•·~ ... •· " ' ""• • .:_ _ • . , ·•·•·• • - · • ·- • • ' " • .,_~-· ....,, •• _..-,; • ...,.... 
,!: - ·- . .._.L ~- -~ ~-~~··--+--..-i-·-- ~---~---
11--"" 
·~--1--+-i--1-- -·-+--~--~-~1-6-t---+-·-+-... --+-·1---1-.... ,. ~··-+--+---+-·-;r---t-·--+--.... -
l-l-----·i---4-~---l-·-t--;r·-t--r-1r-1~1--1--+--+--r-·~~~~·-4--~ -·~--·~ 
~~-~·--~-~---~~--~-~~~~-·~·~t--~-·~-~--~-·~--~--t~--~~~~--1~· 
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